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Articles about chapter events and the members 
present, technical subjects, and personal experiences 
that would be of interest to the Mid-Atlantic Chapter 
(MAC) membership are welcome for inclusion in the 
Signal Seeker. In addition classified advertisements 
may be submitted for inclusion as space permits. Email 
is the preferred means, but we have the ability to scan 
both text and pictures if you send them by mail.

MAC

Issue Date Articles Due Publish Date

Spring March 15 March 29 
Summer June 1 June 15
Fall September 1 September 15
Winter December 1 December 15

Signal Seeker Schedule

Business cards must be no larger than 2-inches by 
3.5 inches. Yearly Rates; MAC members: $20.00, 
non-members; $30.00

Member corvette related classified “Wanted and Parts for 
Sale” are free; however, they cannot be carried over to the 
next issue unless requested before the issue deadline.

Advertising requests should be sent to:

MAC Treasurer: 
Don Harris at donh45@yahoo.com

Cc: Signal Seeker editors at jocarpenter@comcast.net,
   or secarpenter@comcast.net

Full Year 
(4 issues)

Single 
Issue

Full Page (8.5” x 11”) $250.00 $65.00
Half Page $140.00 $35.00
Quarter Page $75.00 $20.00
1/16 Page $50.00 $15.00

Commercial Advertising

Business Card Advertising
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Elected Officers
Chair John Carpenter jocarpenter@comcast.net
Vice Chair Jim Hofferbert hofferje@comcast.net
Treasurer Don Harris donh45@yahoo.com
Secretary Steve Snyder steve_n_marie@comcast.net
Judging Chair Page Campbell pcampbell3618@comcast.net
Regional Directors
Northeastern Jim Board jboard@cox.net
Southeastern Jerry & Susan Duffey duffey302@cox.net
Southwestern Bob Baird envcons@comcast.net
Northwestern Ron & Sharon Wilson wilball@comcast.net

Your Ad Here

2014 MAC Board of Directors

Appointed Board Members 
Charitable Activities Ellen Strawmyre

K.C.Strawmyre
suestrawmyre@embarqmail.com

Historian John Carpenter jocarpenter@comcast.net
Membership Manager Reid Newcomb newcomb.reid@comcast.net
Merchandise Manager Diane Hofferbert hofferje@comcast.net
Nat’l Corvette Museum Ambassador Jim Board jboard@cox.net
NCRS Chapter Awards Representative Martha Baird envcons@comcast.net
Personal Property Manager Bob Baird envcons@comcast.net
Signal Seeker Editors-in-Chief John & Susan Carpenter jocarpenter@comcast.net

secarpenter@comcast.net
Signal Seeker Pub. & Distribution Larry Negley & Ron Wilson larry.negley@acps.k12.md.us

wilball@comcast.net
Technical Advisors Mike McCagh & Jeremy Turner marylandmissle@atlanticbb.net

turnerjt63@comcast.net

Coming Soon: 
New Advertsing Opportunities 

and Ad Rates

To place an ad, contact MAC Treasurer,
Don Harris at donh45@yahoo.com

For ad specs, contact Signal Seeker Editor, 
Susan Carpenter 

at secarpenter@comcast.net
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2014
MAC Schedule of Events

Welcome New Members
For detailed contact information on new members, 
please email Reid at newcomb.reid@comcast.net

No new members reported.

We at MAC take great pride in welcoming our new 
members. Our chapter has been growing and striving 
to meet new challenges since 1982. Our members come 
from a variety of backgrounds, some with expertise on 
restorations, some with knowledge of Corvette history 
and some who just enjoy taking an occasional drive 
on a Sunday afternoon. Whatever your interests may 
be, please take some time to mark your calendar with 
our upcoming events and activities. As always, we look 
forward to seeing you and your family attending MAC 
events (your car or cars to be included of course). 
Should you have any membership questions, please call 
Reid Newcomb at (410) 742-3070, email: newcomb.
reid@comcast.net or contact any MAC officer.

MAC 
Membership

Reid Newcomb

Jan 22 - 25 Florida Winter Regional
Kissimmee, Florida

March 15 Charity Tech Session
at Fran Buck’s
Gettysburg, PA

March 30 Mason-Dixon Chapter
Spring Judging Event
Havre de Grace, MD

May 31 Tech Session and 
Judging Meet
Zip Products
Mechanicsville, VA

July 13 - 17 2014 NCRS 
National Convention 
Overland Park, KS

Aug 22 - 24 Corvettes at Carlisle
Carlisle, PA

August 24 12th Annual Picnic 
Shippensburg, PA
K.C. and Sue Strawmyre (717-423-6735)
Mike and Connie Hair (717-263-0792)

Sept 18 Tech Session
Klick Lewis Chevrolet
Palmyra, PA

October 18 Fall Road Tour - 
Udvar-Hazy Restoration 
Facility, Smithsonian 
Air & Space Museum
Dulles, VA

Dec - TBD MAC Annual Meeting and
Christmas Dinner

Dec - TBD MAC Western Region
Christmas Dinner
Ron Wilson (301-463-5570)

On the cover: This ‘67 Corvette convertible has an 
improbable history as told by first and last owner, 
MAC member Rodger Rowe (story starts on page 
12). Earlier this year, we chronicled the efforts of 
Frank O’Donnell to learn the provenance of his ‘65. 
If you have an interesting tale to tell about your 
car, we’d like to hear it. Contact your Signal Seeker 
editors.
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This is my final message to everyone as chairman. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank 

everyone who helped make my years as chairman 
a success. I might have been the “leader,” but 
without all of the members nothing would have 
been completed. This is a great chapter with 
wonderful people; let’s all remember that. As our 
new officers assume their offices in January, I’m 
sure they will also be successful thanks to all of 
you.  I look forward to seeing everyone at future 
events. Tech sessions are in the planning stages and 
you can count on them being informative and helpful. 
Don’t forget to get involved: the more ideas we get, the 
better this club becomes. Thank you and may you have 
a happy new year.

K.C. Strawmyre

Chairman’s 
Message

Like previous MAC chairs, K.C. is honored with a brick at the 
National Corvette Museum in Bowling Green, KY.
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From the end of July to November I worked with Virginia 
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) to process paperwork 
to get the car inspected. If you ever find yourself in this 
position, be sure to write a detailed explanation and include 
pictures with your application. I did not do this on the first 
attempt and had to redo all of my paperwork. DMV messed 
up too: they got someone’s kit car paperwork in with mine 
and so I had to redo the paperwork again.

Finally on November 4 a Virginia DMV special inspector 
came to my house and inspected the car. The serial number 
on the frame did match the VIN Tag and I was issued a new 
Virginia VIN Tag that has the same number as the original 
VIN Tag.

The inspector had rivets for the new VIN Tag but allowed 
me to use the Phillips head screws. The inspector surprised 

2013 Annual Meeting Elects a New Board
By John Carpenter

Hospitality House in Fredericksburg, 
Virginia was the site of MAC’s 2013 Annual 

Meeting.  Highlights of the meeting featured 
many informative presentations, including 
Jim Board’s in-depth discussion about the 
history of his ‘63 coupe and his proposal for 
an open-to-the-public event for next summer. 
Dick Lear followed with a riveting story of 
his car’s disqualification at the National (see 
sidebar on facing page). Page Campbell gave 
a thorough presentation about VIN tags and 
their differences and Bill Sangrey conducted 
a demonstration of ethanol (outdoors, of 
course). The final order of business was the 
election of new officers for 2014. They are: 
John Carpenter, Chair; Jim Hofferbert, Vice 
Chair; Steve Snyder, 
Secretary; and, Don 
Harris, Treasurer.

Past Chair Ron Wilson 
presents a certificate of 

appreciation to outgoing 
Chair, K.C. Strawmyre on 

behalf of all past chairs. 
From left: 

Tom Vollrath, 
K.C. Strawmyre, 

Bill Sangrey, 
Ron Wilson and 

Mike Hair.

Newly-elected officers are (from left): Judging Chair Page Campbell, 
Treasurer Don Harris, Chair John Carpenter, Vice Chair Jim Hofferbert, 
and Secretary Steve Snyder.

When Tim Mickey informed me that my 1960 Corvette 
was disqualified for having a counterfeit VIN tag, I 

was upset to say the least. Despite the disqualification, 
everyone at the 2013 NCRS Nationals were supportive 
and provided recommendations as to how best to clear 
my name and the car’s reputation. In the beginning I 
figured there were three possible outcomes:
1. Serial # on the frame matched the VIN Tag, and I   
 would be OK.
2. Serial # on the frame did not match the VIN tag but   
 a check of the national registry would be clear, and   
 I would be OK.
3. Serial # on the frame did not match the VIN tag and  
 the national registry indicated the car had been   
 stolen, in which case I could loose my investment.

The Mystery of the Counterfeit VIN Tag                 By Dick Lear 

MAC Chairmanʼs CommendationThis commendation is presented toKC Strawmyre in recognition of exceptional contributions
from the period of January 2010 to December 2013. 
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“Recipe” for E0: Ethanol-Free Gasoline   By “Chef” Bill Sangrey

The kitchen: Fredericksburg, Virginia, behind Hospitality 
House Hotel. Sunshine but blustery cold.

Ingredients: 
1 gallon (128 fluid ounces) gasoline w/up to 10% ethanol added

   Water
   Mixing “Bowl”: race gas jug with petcock drain

The Recipe:
Place E10 ethanol in the race jug. Add 10% water (e.g.,12.8 
ounces) to the E10 gasoline. Shake well. Place gas jug in 
wooden jig with petcock at lowest point. Allow to sit for 
15 minutes. Observe “phase separation” line between pure 
gasoline and acidic, corrosive “stuff.” Drain corrosive  phase 
into a glass container. Use the pure gasoline with a slightly 
lower octane (estimated 2 to 3 points) without fear: you 
drained all the water and Ethanol off. 

Lessons learned:
1. With E10 the following happens 
to your vintage Corvette over the 
winter: a) moisture gets in the 
tank, particularly when the garage 
temperature fluctuates during storage 
(ethanol is essentially “solution” 
with the pure gasoline); b) the water 
combines with the ethanol in today’s 
gasoline (ethanol has a greater 
affinity for water than gasoline); c) 
the ethanol and water “compound” 
separates out of the ethanol gasoline 
solution; d) that more stable ethanol-

me when he suggested that I 
get an original VIN Tag made 
for the car, but that I would 
have to keep the Virginia VIN 
Tag as well.

Noland Adams wrote an 
excellent article “Corvette Identification Plates” in ON 
SOLID GROUND, (Volume 20, Number 2, Summer, 2013) 
the Solid Axle Corvette Club magazine. In the article he 
recommends “DO NOT EVER drive a licensed motor 
vehicle on a public street without a properly affixed serial 
number plate and supporting documentation.” Further, he 
recommends 1953-1960 Corvette owners keep a copy of 
his article in their glove boxes.

Many thanks to all those who provided kind words and 
advice. I have not received a letter from NCRS that my 
car is disqualified and considered counterfeit, but expect 

to someday. I am in the process of 
contacting the previous owner to 
see if he can shed any light on the 
reason why the car had a counterfeit 
VIN Tag. Once I have collected all 
my information I will write to NCRS 
and ask them to reinstate my car 

for future judging. I think 00867S101227 is a Top Flight 
Corvette and would like another chance to prove it.

UPdaTe: NCRS  “branded” the car as a counterfeit, but  
has accepted the paperwork for my new VIN tag and the 
car will be judged at the Winter Regional in Kissimmee 
FL, January 22-25, 2014. If all goes well the car will be 
“un-branded” and reinstated into NCRS.

Editor’s Note: More detailed information on C1 VIN 
numbers will appear in the next edition of Signal Seeker.

“Chef” Bill in his blue “Witches brew” 
apron.

water compound is heavier that the remaining ethanol free 
gasoline and settles to the bottom of every part in your fuel 
system; tank, fuel pump, carb, etc.; e) it destroys  those parts; 
f) small engine tools which you do not use regularly (lawn 
motor, snow blower, weed whacker, chain saw, etc.) that 
sit with ethanol gasoline for long periods create a recipe for 
disaster; and, g) tests made with various additives indicate 
they have little positive effect on preventing this ethanol/
water “phase separation.”
2. Pure gasoline runs well.

Recommendations: Be aware of the facts.
1. It is not practical or feasible to “make” ethanol-free gasoline 
in any large quantity; I do it in small quantities for the chain 
saw, leaf blower, or weed whacker but not the 60 inch Zero 
Turn mower which uses 5 gallons every mowing. Nor do I 

make it for any of the old cars.
2. Find a source of ethanol-free fuel 
— a Gulf station in Mechanicsburg, 
PA sells 91 Octane EZero for around 
$4 a gallon. I use that in the Model A 
and the Zero Turn mower.
3. I use other sources for high 
octane, ethanol-free gasoline in my 
340HP  ’63. It runs very well on 
them. 
4. Consider storing your small 
engine over the winter with one 
of those ethanol-free, high-octane 
fuels. Those engines will start in the 
spring. 
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Distinguishing Between Original and 
Reproduction D-305 Distributor Caps
by Bob Baird 

The short D-305 
distributor cap with 

no windows was used 
for carbureted 1955-57 
Corvettes and dual-four 
1958-61 Corvettes, so it 
has a wide usage on these 
early cars. Along with the few 
remaining original caps, there 
are the more easily obtainable reproduction or 
service replacement caps. Because there is more 
than one style of non-original D-305 cap, the most 
important thing we want to do is to be able to identify 
the features of an original.  We will also compare these 
features with the AC Delco service replacement cap for 
contrast.

Some replacements are nothing more than something 
that fits and does the job. But the AC Delco service 
replacement not only looks close to the 
original at first glance, it also features some 
improvements that make it stronger.  The 
bosses on either side of the cap for the two 
spring steel clips endure the most stress 
and are thus the most prone to cracking. 
The service replacement addresses this as 
shown in the photo. So, save your original 
and run the service replacement on your 
car when it’s not being judged.

Another difference involves the casting 
mold marks on the top of the cap that 
appear between each of the plug wire 
posts. On the original, they are flat, farther 
back from the edge of the cap, and offset to 
the right. On the service replacement, they 
are tall, on the edge of the cap, and nearly 
centered. Some reproduction caps have no 
casting marks on top at all, so these are 
immediately apparent as non-original.

One surefire way to 
determine if your 
D-305 cap is original 
is to remove it from an 
original unopened box.

The boss for the clip on the original 
(left) is greatly reinforced on the replacement 

(right).  Note the concave reinforcements on 
either side of the replacement in place of the 

triangular indentions on the original and also the addition of a 
flat 45° surface at the back of the replacement.

The casting mold 
marks are flat and 
off center to the right 
on the original (top 
photo), whereas they 
are quite tall on the 
replacement, which 
also has the mold 
mark more centered 
and over toward the 
edge (left).
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engine Stand - 2ea

Hydraulic engine Crane & Tilter - 2ea

C1 / C2 Body Lifting Jig - 2ea

Solid axle Rebound Strap Riveting 
Tool

Solid axle Rear Spring Banding Tool

engine Start-Up “dash Board” Box

California Screamin’ 
NCRS Racing dVd

NCRS Training 5 dVd Set 
Judging 101, Ops, Matrix Training, 
Ref Manual, Paint & Fiberglass

Coil Spring Compressor

Mid-Year Trailing arm Tools

Radiator Stamp Kit 
“GM” “16 CT” “06A CG”

Bob Baird / (804) 368-8465 / envcons@ comcast.net

MaC owns a collection of tools and literature, 
primarily unique to Corvette restoration and repair, 
for use by members. Generally these are special 
use tools needed one time during a restoration/
repair project. If you have any suggestions for 
other unique tools that would make it possible 
to do your restoration task yourself, let me know 
and I can present your suggestion to the Board 
of directors.

The third difference is that the top edge of the original 
posts are polished and on the replacement they show 
circular machining marks on the top.  Of course, this 
can’t be seen during judging, but it is another feature 
that will help you identify an original cap.

Delco-Remy logo inside an original D-305 cap

Lastly, all we need do to identify an original cap is to turn 
it over and look for the familiar Delco-Remy logo.  This 
logo is absent from both the service replacement and 
reproductions.

The tops of the posts are polished smooth on the original 
(left), whereas circular machining marks are seen on the 
replacement (right).
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NCRS Classified Ads Now Online.

You can now buy and sell your Corvette-
related stuff online to other NCRS 

Members or to the general public. No 
waiting: your ad will be seen the minute 
you post it online. If you are looking for 
that one part you need, you can create a 
filter in the NCRS Classifieds that will email 
you the minute anyone posts an ad meeting 
your filter criteria.

You can visit the Classifieds at https://
www.ncrs.org/classified

Parts are not all that you can sell. Sell or 
buy cars or parts. Sell or buy memorabilia. 
Sell or buy a trailer and the tow vehicle to 
pull it. Post a wanted ad for a particular 
item that you are looking for. Oh, and don’t 
forget tools.  Got tools that you no longer 
use?  Sell them to someone who needs 
them.

Standard ads are $2.50 and car ads are 
$5.00. Less than Ebay or just about any 
other classified ad site you will find. 

If you are a business and wish to advertise 
to NCRS members here is the perfect place 
to find Corvette owners and lovers. Place a 
banner ad on the NCRS Classified Ads page. 
Contact Eric Mortimer at 513-385-8526 or 
513-385-6367 or email info@ncrs.org for 
advertising rates.

In order to log in you may need to reset your 
password at https://www.ncrs.org/forums/
register/initiate.php to synchronize your 
password from the old functions of the 
site to the new Classifieds section.  Enter 
your member number and your postal 
code to authenticate yourself. You don’t 
have to create a new password just enter 
your current password twice and click on 
Reset! Of course it wouldn’t be bad practice 
to change your password if you’ve had it 
for awhile. Changing it here will change it 
throughout the site.

The users who have so far posted ads or 
used the site respond that it is easy to use 
and they are happy to have this new resource 
to buy and sell parts.
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Western Region’s Annual Christmas Dinner
by Ron Wilson 

Once again the MAC Western Region held its annual 
Christmas outing at our favorite place, the Hen House 

Restaurant in Frostburg, MD. A large group of members and 
friends attended and the evening went well as we looked back on 
the great times we had during 2013. We 
had a lot fun and plenty of laughs as the 
usual highjinks ensued. Hey, this is how 
we do it in the North/Western Region of 
MAC! We’ve had a terrific year with many 
memories of our regional events and 
especially working on the MAC National 
in Hampton, VA. All MAC members are 
welcome, so plan to join us next year. 

Above: Party-goers enjoy a convivial happy hour 
by the stone fireplace before dinner is served.

Below: At the near table, Bill and JoAnn Sangrey 
(backs to camera) dine with Dave and Diana 
Gray.

Above:  Santa Claus (in the guise of Andy 
Ruby in the guise of Santa Claus) makes 
his annual appearance.
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The History of My 1967 Corvette 
By Rodger Rowe 

Editor’s Note: Portions of this article were originally 
printed in Antique Automobile magazine.

I purchased my fIrst Muscle Car in 1960, a red 1958 
Impala with a 348 engine that had the three two-barrel 

carburetors. It wasn’t very long before it had all the latest 
hi-performance stuff available at the time. Back in the 
day, the ‘58 Impala wasn’t nearly as popular as the ‘55 
and ‘57 Chevrolets. So to say the least, with that old ‘58 
that had all those hi-pro goodies, I was able to sneak 
up on quite a few. After the ‘58 Impala met an untimely 
end, I purchased a white ‘59 Chevy convertible on Nov. 
18, 1961 for $1,800. It had the 348 engine, factory four-
speed transmission and the three two-barrel carburetor 
set up. The ‘59 was a very nice car but it couldn’t replace 
the ‘58 Impala. Even today, the 1958 Impala is one of my 
favorite cars. 

On November 30, 1962, I took delivery of my fIrst new 
car, a 409/425 H.P. black-on-black ‘63 Impala SS from 
Twigg Motors in Mathews, Virginia. The purchase price 
was $3,859.75 and some of the optional equipment was 
two four-barrel carburetors, four-speed transmission 
and the posi-traction rear. It was not only a beautiful car 
but it outran everything but the gas stations. 

February 5, 1965 I sold the 409 and ordered a maroon 
‘65 Corvette with the 327/365 H.P. engine. The ‘65 
convertible cost $4,913.15. Everyone knows what 
an awesome engine the small block Chevy is, but it’s 
big brother is no slouch either. In late 1965 Chevrolet 
started putting the 396/425 H.P. engine in the Corvette 
and when I spoke with Mr. Twigg about ordering one 
he said the Vette would have the 427/450 H.P. engine 
option in 1966, but he told me something better would 
be available in late ‘66 and thought it would be worth 
waiting for. That proved to be the understatement of the 
century. I ordered that “L71 special package” in July 
1966. 

The car arrived on December 12, 1966, and cost 
$5,606.01. As soon as it had 1,000 miles on it, I took 
it to Suffolk Raceway and ran the quarter mile in 12+ 
seconds, with street tires and closed exhaust (side 
pipes). The next summer,  after adding Doug Competition 
Headers, a 4:56-rear gear and T’ slicks and with a few 
minor adjustments, it was running in the low 11s. By the 
summer of 1969 on a good run it would get in the high 
10s and over 130 mph in the quarter mile at Richmond, 
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1966

1967-69

The car arrived on 
December 12, 1966.

By the summer of 1969, on a good run, 
it would get in the high 10s and over 130 
mph in the quarter mile.
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Suffolk, Virginia Beach, Colonial Beach, Virginia and 
Budds Creek, Maryland. My fondest memories of my 
racing days are outrunning two very close friends, Leslie 
Cox Jr. of Gloucester in Keaton’s 1967, 426 street hemi 
and Ronnie Bowler of Newport News in his ‘67 Corvette 
with the L88 engine. They both were running in the low 
11s and even now whenever I see Ronnie he still kids 
me for claiming my car was a stock 435 and still out 
ran his L88. I’ll never tell, because that is part of the fun 
of racing your buddies. I just remind him the car was 
still used as a daily driver. I drove it to work and even 
on dates with Clara Valentine, my soon-to-be wife who 
lived in Goochland County 75 miles away. With the 4:56 
rear, 45 mph was a good cruising speed and that made 
for a long ride from my home in Gloucester to hers in 
Goochland. I did change the rear gearing when we went 
on our honeymoon in the car, Like I tell everyone, same 
car/same wife after forty+ years! 

In 1969-1970 drag racing changed from running flat out 
where the fastest car won to what was called bracket 
racing. You dialed in a certain time and if you ran too 
fast you were disqualified. That gave the advantage to 
lower-powered cars that could run more consistent than 
the higher-powered cars. That wasn’t for us old street 
racers who believed in running what you “brung” and 
going flat out. Soon after that I decided to quit racing; 
after all, racing should be about the fastest car winning. 
On November 13, 1970, I sold the Corvette to Bobby 
Gayle of Mathews, Virginia for $3,500. 

Chevrolet had just come out with the Blazer in 1969, so a 
four-wheel drive truck with a 307 engine replaced my 427 
Corvette. I kept the ‘69 Blazer until 1985, at which time I 
purchased a new ‘86 Blazer, which I still have today. I missed 
the Corvette for a while but after our children Michael and 
Lisa came along the Blazers seemed like a better choice. 

In April 1993, I was talking with a co-worker, State 
Game Warden Jim Taylor about old cars. He had just 
purchased a restored ‘69 Z28 Camaro like the one he 
owned back in the day. He told me about the ‘63 Corvette 
and several other muscle cars he had owned in the 60’s 
and I told him about some of the cars that I had owned. 
When I started talking about the 1967 Corvette 427/435, 
he wanted to know what had happened to it and where it 
was. I had no idea what had happened to the car after I 
sold it in 1970. I hadn’t seen it or heard who had it after 
that and didn’t really want to know. I fIgured it was either 

destroyed or had been restored and either way I could 
never get it back. Jim wouldn’t give up and kept bugging 
me for the VIN number, so finally I showed him the 
original invoice and he wrote the numbers down. That 
same afternoon he came back to my office and handed 
me a piece of paper and said, “That is the man: Allen 
Harper, and he has your car.” Jim even had his address. 
To say Jim Taylor is stubborn is an understatement; he 
wouldn’t give up until I agreed to call the guy. At that time 
of day, (3:00 p.m.), I figured the man would be at work 
and wouldn’t answer.  I would call and that would satisfy 
Jim. Well it didn’t work out that way; on the first ring 
Allen Harper answered the phone. After explaining why I 
was calling, the man was more than happy to talk to me, 
the original owner of his car. He had purchased the car 
in 1980 from an ad in the Auto Trader and had no idea 
who the gentleman was he purchased it from. Other than 
age and someone changing the color from Goodwood 
green to maroon, it seemed to be pretty much like it was 
when I sold it. It still had the steel blow-up-proof bell 
housing, traction bars, special racing shocks and Hurst 
shifter with a T-handle. I had gotten the Hurst shifter 
through the new car factory warranty (try that today!). 
To further prove it was my old car, it still had a hole in 
the floor behind the seat that was caused by the axle 
when a U-joint broke while racing. (That happened twice 
before I installed the Motion Performance traction bars.) 
Mr. Harper said he still drove it on special occasions and 
intended to restore it someday. He even invited me to 
come see it, which I didn’t do. For some reason I gave 
him my phone number and told him to call me if he ever 
wanted to sell it. I didn’t really expect him to call; I guess 
I just said it to have something to say as I hung up the 
phone. 

In August 2001, Mr. Harper called and wanted to know if 
I wanted to buy my old car back. Clara, my wife, thought 
it was someone playing a joke and started to hang up, 
but handed the phone to me anyhow. I was at a loss 
for words, to say the least. After working thirty years 
as a Virginia State Game Warden, I was planning on 
retiring in a few months and thought this might be a neat 
project to keep me busy and out of trouble. (Yeah, after 
spending my younger days tearing up the highway and 
drag strips I ended up being a law enforcement officer.) 

Unfortunately for me he also called the guy I had originally 
sold the car to and got us bidding against each other. 
Consequently I had to pay a lot more than I might have 
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1967 I changed the rear gearing when we 
went on our honeymoon in the car. 
Like I tell everyone, same car/same wife 
after forty+ years!

1970
A four-wheel drive truck with a 307 engine 

replaced my 427 Corvette. I missed the 
Corvette for a while but after our children 

Michael and Lisa came along a Chevy Blazer 
seemed like a better choice.

1972 1980
The car sells three more times: Bobby Gayle to Gene Peaco to Donnie Welch to Allan Harper.

1978
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paid before the bidding. But by this time I had a pretty 
good idea what these old big block cars were worth. 
With lots of encouragement from Clara, I kept bidding 
until I bought it. I had sold the car right after we were 
married and I guess she felt somewhat responsible for 
me getting rid of it. I don’t imagine that the fact that I had 
it when we were dating and also went on our honeymoon 
in it had anything to do with her wanting me to get it 
back...right! On August 30, 2001, I purchased the car 
from Mr. Harper two and a half months short of 31 years 
from when I had sold it. 

Shortly after purchasing the car, I realized taking a car 
off the frame and having it in a million pieces wasn’t 
going to work in my small, attached two-car garage. So 
the next thing was to build a garage with enough room to 
take on a project like this and that took much longer than 
I had expected. But finally in 2003 I fInished the garage 
and equipped it with a car lift and all the things I thought 
I would need to do the job. 

On August 4, 2003, I started taking it apart. I spent as much 
time taking pictures and cataloging parts that I removed 
as I did actually working on the car. I knew I would never 
remember where and how everything went when I started 
putting it back together several years from then. Needless 
to say I have a lot of pictures, drawings and notes on how 
it came apart. After all I had never restored a car before. 
In my younger days most of my experience was trying to 
make them go faster or tearing them up. 

In January 2005, I was ready to lift the body off the frame. 
Lee’s Body Shop in Callao, Virginia did the bodywork and 
painted it. Lee Goddard has years of experience working 
on Corvettes and I am very impressed with his skill 
and knowledge of National Corvette Restorer’s Society 
(NCRS) standards. The white stinger on the hood is 
a good example of his expertise. It is one of the main 
focal points of the car and like everything else he did an 
excellent job on it. To say the least I’m very impressed 
with his work.

Zip Products in Mechanicsville, Virginia was a tremendous 
help in getting the correct parts I needed to restore the 
car to its original condition. Phil Glaude of Newport 
News sandblasted the frame and did the hard work on 
the chassis, dash, etc. Johnny Chapman of Gloucester 
not only helped me out with some work, like re-installing 
the original windshield and seals, etc., but also gave me 

priceless bits of information on the whole project. I spent 
far more time studying the assembly manuals and NCRS 
books than I did actually turning wrenches. After the 
chassis was completed and the engine, transmission, 
gas tank, etc. were installed, I took the chassis back to 
Lee’s body shop and we set the fInished body back on 
the chassis. With everything painted, the really stressful 
part started. Trying to put everything back together 
without damaging the paint was a lot of fun! Ronnie Lee 
of Southern Trucking in Bowling Green, Virginia did an 
excellent job on the convertible top and seat covers. 

I got all the pieces back together and took it for the fIrst 
test drive in June 2006. It had taken me almost three 
years to completely restore it. I entered it in several 
shows in 2006 and did okay. The real test came on June 
12, 2007. I had it judged by NCRS, and received a Top 
Flight Award with a 97% score. That was quite a learning 
experience and I recommend anyone thinking about 
restoring a Corvette to NCRS specs to attend as many of 
these judging events as possible.

When I purchased the car the second time I had no 
idea where it had been from the time I sold it in 1970 
until the person I purchased it from bought it in 1980. 
In March, 2004 while looking at the NCRS web site, I 
found where someone had entered some information 
about Twigg Motors of Mathews, Virginia, the dealer I 
had purchased the car from when new. The person that 
had entered the information indicated that information 
came from the Warranty Book of a 1967, 427 Corvette 
that was sold December 12, 1966. Twigg Motors was 
a small Chevrolet dealer and I knew they had only sold 
that one 1967 Corvette. I thought, “Wow, someone has 
the warranty book from my car and may be able to fIll 
in the blanks on those years I didn’t know where it was 
or who had it.” I left a message on the website for that 
person to please give me a call, explaining that it was my 
car originally and I had just gotten it back. A short while 
later the NCRS Web Administrator, John Waggoner 
responded and advised me he had forwarded my request 
to the person entering the information. 

The next day Page Campbell, our new judging chair, 
called me and said he had entered that information. He 
explained that he never owned the car but a friend of 
his had owned it for several years in the 70’s. For some 
reason he had made a copy of the warranty book and 
kept it all those years and he just recently used it to put 
information on the NCRS website. Right away he said, “I 
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Allen Harper answered the phone. After explaining 
why I was calling,he was more than happy to talk to 
me, the original owner of his car.

1993

2001
On August 30, 2001, I purchased the 
car from Mr. Harper two and a half 
months short of 31 years from when 
I had sold it.

2003
On August 4, 2003, I 
started taking it apart. 

2005
I took the chassis back to 

Lee’s body shop and we set 
the fInished body back on 

the chassis.

2006
I got all the pieces back 
together and took it for the 
fIrst test drive in June 2006. 
It had taken me almost three 
years to completely restore it. 
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know your next question is who was the former owner 
and does he still have that warranty book.” Fortunately 
for me he had already called the former owner and gotten 
his okay to give me his name and phone number. His 
name is Gene Peaco and he had purchased it January 5, 
1972, from Bobby Gayle the guy I had sold it to in 1970. 
He paid Bobby $1,600 for the car. Gene not only had 
the original warranty book with the protect-o-plate, but 
he also had the original owner’s manual and the radio 
instruction booklet that came with the car when new. 
After talking with him for about 30 minutes on the phone 
comparing notes on the car, I asked him if he would sell 
me all the original paperwork. He said Page Campbell 
had told him what that  was selling for on E-Bay and he 
would think about it and get back to me in a few days. I 
had just seen a first edition ‘67 owner’s manual sell for 
$499 the week before on e-bay. The warranty book and 
protect-o-plate for my car were worth even more than 
that to me because it proved it was an original big block 
car and it also had my name on it as the original owner. 
After two very anxious days, Gene called and wanted to 
know if I would like to meet him that day and look at the 
books. 

Needless to say, I was in the Blazer headed to Richmond 
in a few minutes and wondering how much he was going 
to want for this priceless paperwork. I met him at the 
Home Depot parking lot and after looking at the books and 
showing him all the pictures of the car I had taken when it 
was new and pictures of the racing trophies, etc., I finally 
asked him if he would sell them to me. He said, “No, I 
can’t sell them, (long pause) but I will give them to you.” 
He knew what those books were worth, especially to me 
and he still gave them to me. There aren’t many people 
that wouldn’t have 
gotten all they could 
for them, knowing 
they are priceless to 
me for what they add 
to the value of the car. 
Gene also helped fIll 
in the final piece of 
the puzzle of where 
the car was those 
missing years. He had 
sold it to a friend of 
his, Donnie Welch for 
$2,800 on June 24, 
1978. I called Donnie 

and we talked about our car for an hour. Donnie said he 
sold the car for $6,000 on October 14, 1980, to a young 
guy in Richmond but he didn’t know his name. He had 
advertised it in the October 1980 Auto Trader. When the 
buyer called him, they arranged a meeting at a local soft 
ball game and made the transaction. He didn’t remember 
who the buyer was and never saw him or the car again. 
He still had the copy of that Auto Trader he ran the ad 
in and wanted to know if I would like to have it since it 
has a picture of the car on the front cover. He said, “He 
couldn’t sell it but would give it to me because I had the 
car and he wanted it to be with the car.” I told Donnie 
the guy he sold the car to in 1980 was Allen Harper and 
he had sold it to me. He couldn’t believe the fellow kept 
it that long and was glad it was back with the original 
owner. I was so thankful and impressed with NCRS and 
its members that I joined immediately. 

When I finished the restoration of the car, I took it to a 
Corvette show at Zip Products and I called all the former 
owners and invited them to come see it. I think they are 
as proud of “our” car as I am. To make a great day better, 
the old car got “best of show.” Ralph Anderton, the son 
of the salesman at Twigg Motors that sold me the car 
new, came to the show and said he had something for 
me. For some reason he had gotten a copy of all the 
titles of every owner of my car from DMV before they 
destroyed all the old records there several years ago. He 
told me he was a youngster when that car was delivered 
to Twigg Motors and he remembered that he and a friend 
went to the dealership after hours and peeped through 
the window to look at the car because his dad had told 
him they had gotten in a very special car. That friend was 

the same Bobby Gayle 
that I sold it to four 
years later. I guess 
some things are just 
meant to be! 

As for the future of 
this new old car, I 
don’t plan on it getting 
away again. With five 
grandkids Turpin. 
Justin, Mathew, Owen 
and Sydney, I expect 
it will be in the family 
for a very long time.
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Mid-Atlantic Chapter
National Corvette Restorers Society

Membership Application 
and Renewal 2014

NCRS # (Required)

Corvettes (Years) Currently Owned

Email Address @

Home Phone Work/Cell Phone

City State Zip +4 -

Address

Name Spouse

Annual Calendar Year Dues - $30.00

Make check payable to Mid-Atlantic Chapter NCRS and mail to:

MAC/NCRS
Reid Newcomb, Membership Chairman

5387 Royal Mile Boulevard
Salisbury, Maryland 21801-2324

$25.00 for 1 Year, $50.00 for 2 Years if Postmarked by Jan. 15, 2014
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5387 Royal Mile Boulevard
Salisbury, Maryland 21801-2324

Inside: 
The History of 
One Corvette


